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remember the recruiting posters in the USA during the
Second World War. Uncle Sam dressed in the stars
and stripes, with top hat, and pointing his index finger at all and sundry
who took the time to look at the poster, and indicating, THIS MEANS
YOU! Well, maybe we should go on a recruiting drive to enlist able
bodied persons to join our club, to shake things up a bit? Too often we
take the stance that all is well and that someone else will do the job!
Unfortunately, it is not so!
There are two major issues that I wish to discuss in this article. Firstly, I
am concerned at a trend that I notice in that the attendance at our
monthly meetings is proportional to the perceived quality of the speaker
or presentation for that evening. As a committee we try very hard to
have interesting presentations, but believe me it’s not that easy. Also
consider the fact, that what appeals to one may not appeal to another,
so how do you handle that one? Consider also that if you don’t
communicate your likes and or dislikes, we are in the dark as it were.
The second aspect is the apathy of our members to join in and or assist
with the field days. We have just cancelled the first leg of this year’s
National Field Day after withdrawing from last year’s second leg. A poor
showing indeed, and one may then ask, where do we go from here?
We also maintain a fully operational Station which is hardly ever utilised,
and to top it all, our membership is dwindling at a steady rate annually.
To coin a modern phrase that is bandied about by those missing the
point most of the time, but still trying to impress, is, ‘Is it cost effective’?
In this instance, I wonder?
Most times it seems as if the club consists of mainly the Committee
members and very few others. Come on chaps; give us your views, and
particularly, how about more assistance and just plain participation! If
you are a member, come to the functions no matter what and be part of
a select group of great individuals with a truly amazing hobby. I’m sure
out there are OM’s with much to share, both with your personalities and
experience.
See Overleaf…..
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Chairman’s Chat …..Cont:
Maybe we need to modernise our thinking and start looking at other
options with a view to change our ‘Modus operandi’ and cut back on
the whole operation. Who knows, any ideas please!
On a lighter note, I saw a Specialist recently regarding my bad hearing,
and while removing large chunks of wax from my ears I told him my
Hobby was Amateur Radio. Imagine my consternation when he informed me that he thought that, that aspect of radio was a thing of the
past. Well, I enlightened him somewhat as to his ignorance. Nevertheless I still have to wear a Hearing Aid!

There will be
no meeting
this month
as our
“Bumper
Flea Market”
is in place of
the February
meeting
Our
Next meeting
will be 26
March at
20:00
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Before I conclude, remember the ‘Flea Market’ on the 3 rd March which
is scheduled to commence at 14:00. As a consequence of this, there
will not be a General Meeting in February, but the next one will be on
the 26th March. Dave ZS1DFR is organising this and the theme is W/
W II – ‘Militaria’ with the emphasis on Signalling. The Committee will
meet on Monday 27th Feb. at 19:00 and on the 26th March at
18:30.
We are also considering a ‘Fox Hunt’ later in the year.
Take Care, 73 to all,
de ZS1FW
Noel
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From The Sec……. The Important “Stuff”
Hi All
Secretary / Treasurer
Russell Mycroft
ZS1VK

We wish our newest member Derek Smit a very
warm welcome. Derek is not licensed at present
but is hoping to do the RAE soon.
No other news to report on. Have a great 2012
everybody.
73
Russell ZS1VK

Clubs Contact Details
Chairman
Noel – ZS1FW on 021-715-2024 or 084-5281805

Secretary / Treasurer
Russell – ZS1VK can be reached on 021-7129767 or 072-2599430
PO Box 2541 Clareinch 7740
eMail: zs1ct@ctarc.org.za
Website: www.ctarc.org.za
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FOR SALE
TOROIDS, BALUNS & UNUNS
Custom built BALUNS & UNUNS - 1:1, 4:1 & 9:1
Also DIY Kits available
Other Components: NE602, K12 Keyer Chips,
10.7Mhz & 455Khz Variable Inductors, Various Toroidal Cores
Contact Dirk - ZS1X
Cell: 084 552 8573
email: zs1x@iburst.co.za
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“Other Avenues To Explore”
Gosh,

Dave Reece
ZS1DFR

“Days will
soon be
shorter
than the
nights!
How sad
is that?”

RAGCHEW

it’s almost
St Valentine’s Day
already, and the days
will soon be shorter
than the nights! How
sad is that? Well, as
long as the weather
remains
warm,
I
guess it’s OK!
This time around I
want to philosophise a
bit about repeater
frequencies. I write in
my personal capacity,
but must confess, I
am privy to the
thinking
of
the
Repeater
Working
Group, so know what
their philosophy is.
The problem with 2m
FM repeaters is that
each frequency has to
be far away enough
from
another
repeater’s frequency
to prevent splatter, or
bleeding, over on to
an adjacent repeater
frequency. This is
important
if
you
remember the capture
effect of FM, which
basically means that,
even though your
signal is not
clearly on the
frequency
of
your
nearest
repeater, it will
capture
the
receiver
and
cause
a
distorted
transmission
from a repeater
that may be very
near to you.
This then means

IS

that the frequency
“deviation” can’t be
very wide about the
central frequency of
the repeater. If two
repeaters
are
separated
in
frequency from each
other by 25Khz, the
actual
signal
transmitted to each,
and by them, cannot
actually be wider than
5Khz, or else the
width of that signal will
“bleed” on to the next
channel. Now, if the
bandplan for 2 meters
stipulates a repeater
at every 25Khz space,
one can only have 8
repeater pairs, with
transmitted outputs on
145,600,
145,625,
145,650, ...675, ...700,
...725,
...750
and ...775Mhz. All
good and well, as long
as you live in a small
community, with the
nearest
big
community far away,
or don’t need the
services
of
many
repeaters because of
flat terrain.
However,
repeater
modes
and
technology
are
advancing,
and it
starts
to
become
interesting,
and
perhaps important, to
have other systems
on repeaters, like
Digital Systems, or
even parrot repeaters
too, for the new ham
or
youngster
to
practise or experiment

with. What do we do
when we need more
than 8 repeater pairs in a
community? We try to
put
other
repeater
frequency pairs between
the original eight, that’s
what we do!
That
raises
another
problem, in that the
frequency deviation of
the signal must become
narrower
to
prevent
adjacent
channel
interference. In other
words, one may need to
have a radio that can be
programmed to transmit
at
12.5Khz
channel
spacing, instead of the
previous 25, and to
transmit
a
much
narrower deviation of
say 2.5Khz wide, to
prevent another version
of the adjacent channel
experience
we
had
previously suffered on
25Khz channels. This
signal is referred to as
Narrow-FM ( as opposed
to FM, and not to be
confused with Wide-FM,
Cont: overleaf...
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“Other Avenues To Explore”… Cont:
which is needed to
receive a clean broadcast
quality FM station, like
5FM etc).
The average radio these
days doesn’t necessarily
transmit a narrow FM
signal,
but
this
is
becoming more and more
common
in
modern
mobile rigs, and in allband all-mode rigs. So
your Icoms, like IC-2200,
IC-2820, IC-706MkllG, IC
-7000, all the modern
Yaesu rigs, like FT-857,
8800, 8900, 897, and the
likes, and the Kenwood
TM-D700 or 710’s, all do.
Most of the very modern
handheld rigs, which I
didn’t mention, do this
too. Now, if we take a
random survey of the
next 100 fellows we hear
on the CT repeaters, I
would say about 60% will
have one rig that can
transmit
narrow-FM,
whether they know it or
not!
So, I wonder whether it
isn’t time to ask the
Repeater Working Group
to install one narrow-FM
repeater
somewhere
central in Cape Town,
with which people with
that facility can play? I
note
that
all
the
emergency frequencies
used by WSAR and EMS
are all narrow FM, and a
wide signal in to a narrow
repeater causes clipping
of
the
audio,
and
relatively
indistinct
transfer of info. So, if you
want to have permission
to use those frequencies,
you MUST use a narrow-

FM radio!
What about a parrot
repeater in central CT,
using narrow deviation,
for us to play with? The
audio you hear is different
from the almost Hi-Fi
quality audio we’re used
to. Narrow FM signals
sound very thin, as
though the operator is
holding the mike too far
from his face. That is not
necessarily bad, because
we all know people who
splutter in to their mikes
from
such a close
distance that the audio is
almost inaudible (I’m just
as guilty of that)! So, all it
involves is a learning
curve of getting used to
what the signal sounds
like.
The Repeater Working
Group is unlikely to
suddenly change all the
repeaters
to
narrow,
because it is a huge
amount of work to align
all the repeaters in the
WCP, but the time may
come when that does
become a good idea.
We’ve already used all
our frequency pairs here
in CT, with the D-STAR
repeater occupying the
775 repeater at Oakdale’s
tower. What do we do
next?
Narrow
band
repeaters between the
other frequencies are not
such stupid choices, even
if it takes 10 years to get
them done.
I remember when the first
noises about CTCSS
tones on repeaters were
made, and how many
amateurs said they didn’t

have rigs that could
transmit tones. As radio
amateurs are so good at
modifying things, it wasn’t
long before most of the
active hams had CTCSS
tones on their radios and
were working all the
repeaters
as
before.
Slowly but surely, as old
analog rigs get replaced
by radios with Phaselocked-loop oscillators, or
Direct Digital Synthesis
tuning, so will all the
chaps on frequency have
narrow-FM rigs. I find to
my amazement that I
have 2 VHF only rigs that
can do narrow-FM, and
one all-band, all-mode
radio too.
So ponder on that idea of
a “trainer” VHF parrot
repeater using narrow-FM
deviation, for you to talk
to, and listen to what you
sound like. Personally, I
like the idea!
Looking forward to seeing
you at the flea-market,
but please leave your
fleas at home!
Happy Hamming, Dave
ZS1DFR

“I wonder
whether it
isn’t time to
ask the
Repeater
Working
Group to
install one
narrow-FM
repeater?”
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CTARC’s

Bumper

Flea

Market
Date: Saturday 3 March 2012
Time: 14:00
Place: CTARC Club House / Hall

Rob Bareham
ZS1SA

A limited number
of tables are
available, (no
Charge), but if
possible bring
your own, or sell from your car
boot if the sun is shining!

“Bumper Flea
Market 3
March
Borrie Rolls
and
refreshments
on sale

Boerie rolls on sale courtesy of
the Repeater Group (all proceeds
from the sale of the boerie rolls
to the Repeater fund.)
Liquid refreshments also
available

Bring all your
surplus to
requirements

Our special events schedule for
the year ahead are:
3 March
28 July
18/19 August
17/18 November
24 November

CTARC Annual Flea Market from 14:00
AGM
Lighthouse and Lightship Weekend
SARL Field Day
End of year function

73 and hope to see you all at the “Bumper Flea Market” on 3 March
Rob, ZS1SA
RAGCHEW
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Upcoming Local Events in March – Also see the SARL web: http://
www.sarl.org.za/public/contests/contestrules.asp

Dirk Lotz,
ZS1X

4 March
10 March
17, 18 March
28 March

-

SARL Hamnet 40m Simulated Emergency Contest
SARL March Madness YL Sprint
SARL VHF/UHF Analogue / Digital Contest
SARL 80m Club Championship (phone)

Upcoming International Events in March – See this link for more detail http://
www.hornucopia.com/contestcal/index.html Only some of the bigger contests
have been mentioned below.
3, 4 March
4 March
10, 11 March
11 March
17, 18 March
24, 25 March

“Seems as
though 99% of
operators
jump on the
mike
immediately
when the DX
station says
QRZ. ”

-

-

ARRL Inter. DX Contest, SSB
DARC 10-Meter Digital Contest
RSGB Commonwealth Contest
North American Sprint, RTTY
Russian DX Contest
CQ WW WPX Contest, SSB

MONTHLY DX’ing TIP
Time Your Calls
Seems as though 99% of operators jump on the mike immediately when the
DX station says QRZ. So think of how it would sound if there were 100 people
in a room and you asked, "What's your name?" and 99 people immediately
gave their name and the lone 100th person waited 1 full second and then said
his/her name. Bet you 10 to 1 odds you would hear/remember that 1 out of the
crowd! And then put on top of that, staying on one single frequency and not
chasing the DX around, then your chances of getting in the log have just been
increased greatly. I call this the "Delayed Calling" method. Used this for
TI9M for every single QSO.
Glenn, K2FF

(Tips for the DX’er - http://www.mdxa.org/dx_tips.html#tip1)

73’s & Good DX!
de
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A Shack for the Visually Impaired
Pierre Tromp, ZS1HF operated the
ham station at Marion Island (ZS8M)
which resulted in many hams world
wide sending funds for QSL cards to
Pierre. Pierre says:
As I stated on my www.qrz.com/db/
zs8m web page, I have established a
ham shack for four visually impaired
radio hams in Worcester. The equipment was
purchased from the donations of the ZS8M QSL
cards. The Icom IC-718 also has a voice module
to assist them with frequency and mode selection,
while the antenna is a military grade broad band
HF antenna allowing them to select bands
easily.More pictures will be posted on qrz.com
soon.

ZR1AU
RAY!
On the air

73 Pierre D. Tromp
ZS1HF / ZS8M
Pierre Tromp,
ZS1HF operated the ham
station at

ZR1ATS Andre
and ZR1AU Ray

Marion Island
(ZS8M) which
resulted in
many hams
world wide
sending funds
for QSL cards
to Pierre.

Hey guys Check
this out!
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Watts Up?
I AM A BLIND ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
By D Curtis Willoughby KAØVBA
Dr Kenneth Jernigan was completely blind and served as President of the US National Federation of
the Blind for eighteen years and was an inspiration to all who came into contact with him. Curtis Willoughby presents
his tribute to Dr Jernigan, not by trying to write the great man's biography, but by relating a bit of his own and showing
how the influence of a great mentor helped give substance to Curtis's dreams. Here is what Curtis says:
From as far back as I can remember, I have been interested in mechanical things. When I was three years old, my
dad opened a machine repair shop for farm equipment, and our family moved into a house adjacent to it in a small
town in southwest Iowa called Griswold. By the time I was six I was in the shop asking questions and getting my
hands on whatever he permitted. Before long I was putting away tools, so I learned to identify wrenches, hammers,
pliers, and screwdrivers of all types and sizes. Later I learned to use power tools and larger machines. In my
teenage years I often did portions of projects for customers using machines such as the band saw, hydraulic shears,
drill presses, and the metal lathe.
When I was seven, Santa Claus brought me an electric train. My dad screwed the
train tracks to a Masonite board which could be leaned up against the wall when not in
use. From time to time we made additions to this train set: more tracks, more cars,
switches, a train station. I played with this train and learned quite a bit about
electricity and mechanics. Sometimes Dad took me to see train layouts that some of
the men around town had built, but, since I couldn't get my hands on them, they were
not as interesting to me as they were to my dad.
When my mother decorated the Christmas tree, I liked to help with the lights and see
how they worked. In those days each string of lights at our house was wired in series, with just one wire from one
light to the next. Therefore, if one light didn't work, the whole string went out. It was a big job to fix enough lights for
a big tree. Each time a string went out during the Christmas season, we had to test all the bulbs on that string until
we found the bad one. We kept only a few spares on hand because we could not afford to replace the whole string if
one failed.
I was very interested in how these strings of lights worked and why. We had a few bubble lights, which had a tube of
liquid sticking out of the top of the bulb. When the bulb heated up, the liquid at the bottom would boil, causing a
bubble to rise to the top of the tube. I wanted to know how these worked and drove my mother crazy asking about
them. When one burned out, I would take it apart.
When I was in junior high, one of the teachers at the school for the blind became interested in ham radio, so the local
ham radio club often met at the school for the blind. Some other students and I also began to study to take the
exams for licenses. The school established a ham radio station. I also talked my dad into buying me a ham radio
station and putting up antennas at home. I got to do the design work on the antennas and helped put them up.
These antennas were supported from the top of the shop, the house, and a tree. One of them was sixty-five feet
long, and one was one hundred and twenty-five feet long.
I learned about a magazine called the Braille Technical Press, published by
a blind ham radio operator in New York. Uncharacteristically for me, I read
this magazine extensively and learned a great deal from it about
electronics. I was drawn to radio and TV shops in Griswold, and I hung out
with an older student at school who repaired radios.
As a very young child in public school, I had tried hard to read print, both
large and small. I could not see well enough to read it, though my mother
tried darkening and enlarging it. I knew the letters and could print them. I
could read the largest newspaper headlines one letter at a time, but this
was frustrating. My mother read to me and to my sisters, who are also
blind. She did this from the time we were toddlers, and we all enjoyed it.
See Overleaf...
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When I started attending the school for the blind in second grade, they began teaching me Braille, but I had already come to
regard reading as a struggle. I worked at Braille but never got fast. There weren't more than a few Braille books in the school
library that I really wanted to read, and there were a great many print books everywhere that I wanted to read if I could get
someone to read to me. I found a few recorded books about radio and other technical things I enjoyed, but they didn't help my
Braille skill or my attitude toward it. When I found Braille materials that were interesting, such as a booklet about atomic power,
the American Brotherhood for the Blind's Book of Basic American Documents, and the Braille Technical Press, I read them, but
I was still slow.
While I have always used Braille daily for notes and lists and have read articles in
Braille occasionally, the Braille Technical Press was the only magazine I have ever
read extensively. Whenever I could get my mother to read to me, I took full advantage of it. Her time for this was limited, and she would fall asleep before I was
ready to quit reading. I guess she was not as interested in electronics as I was.
Through my junior year of high school I hoped to attend trade school and then
open a TV repair shop as a career. In the fall of my senior year, one of the school
staff encouraged me to go to college and study electrical engineering. I'm not sure
how serious he was. He joked about getting a degree from Stanford University. It
took me a while to make up my mind to do this, but I decided to go for it.
A week or so after I graduated from high school, I enrolled as a student at the Orientation and Adjustment Centre of the Iowa
Commission for the Blind in Des Moines. Dr Kenneth Jernigan was director of the agency at that time. In addition to standard
classes in cane travel, shop, and others, I was scheduled, along with several other students, for grammar with Dr Jernigan.
The class met weekly in the evening. That's when I really began to get to know him. He taught a way to analyze grammar that
was new to me, and I took more interest in grammar than I ever had. Some Saturday mornings Dr Jernigan invited students for
breakfast and spent the morning with us.
One of the people I met when I arrived in Des Moines was Don Nading, chief of maintenance at the Commission building. I
began to visit with him in his office when he worked in the evenings. One of his projects was to install an intercom system in
the building. Another was to install a telephone system to allow people inside to admit others at the front door without going
down several floors to let them in. I took a strong interest in both of these projects. Don found my interest and suggestions
helpful. When Dr Jernigan became aware of my interest, he also encouraged my involvement. By August I was spending my
workshop class working with Don Nading.
I was planning to study electrical engineering in college, and Dr Jernigan encouraged me. I was accepted at Iowa State University (ISU) and went there in July for freshman orientation. I knew that Dr Jernigan had already had some conversations with
people at ISU. Clearly they had some concerns about blindness. Part of what I learned at the training centre at the Commission for the Blind was to present myself to professors and department heads in order to put them at ease about the way I dealt
with blindness. I wanted them to know that I was motivated to succeed and had the skills to deal with blindness, so they didn't
have to worry about it. I knew I needed to do good enough work in college that my professors and department heads would
want to recommend me to employers who trusted them. We had discussed at the training centre the need for recommendations from our professors when we were seeking employment. Only a limited number of employers in Iowa hired electrical engineers, and they worked closely with university staff.
During college I learned discipline, especially as math became tougher, but techniques to do the engineering work were not
really a problem. By the time I graduated, the department people believed in me enough to recommend me to the in-state employers who trusted them. I applied for and was recommended for jobs at Collins Radio and at the phone company. Many contacts were made on my behalf, and I was offered a job at Collins about a week after I was
interviewed. I was expected to design pieces of radio equipment under the leadership of a
project engineer. Within a couple of months we established that a known weakness in the
existing design was more serious than anticipated, and I proposed a design approach that
would overcome the problem. With the support of my colleagues I set to work to redesign the
equipment using my new approach. Because of time pressure we tested the new design using the old circuit boards with major extra wiring. While we were still testing, we had customers visit from Canada. I was out of town, but the design worked. Since my design was an
improvement on something many others had contributed to, this visit from Canada helped
eliminate any doubt that may have remained about my ability to do the work. Both my colleagues and our managers became aware of what I was doing.
Continued Over...
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I got the same pay raises as others. After about four years Collins Radio hired another
blind electrical engineer who had just graduated from Iowa State. The company began
having financial trouble, so the second blind engineer took an early layoff. Eventually I
was also laid off.
Because through the years I had worked on a variety of equipment at the Commission for
the Blind, I was hired short-term to do several projects there. I designed a radio studio
and a Braille adapter for a telephone operator using a new telephone console. All that
time I was sending out résumés looking for work everywhere in the country. I was not
aware how much Dr Jernigan was working with the phone company to get them to give
me a chance to compete, but I now know he did quite a lot. I received an offer and
started a new job there.

“He said he
asked himself if
he had really,
deep down,
believed that I
and other blind
electrical
engineers were
truly
competitive”.

A few years after I started working at the phone company, I received a letter from Bell
Laboratories thanking and complimenting me for "helping to solve a problem." I gave a
copy of this letter to my supervisor at Northwestern Bell. I also gave a copy to Dr
Jernigan, thinking he might be interested. A few days later he called me up and asked
what I had done. I told him that the phone company had a serious problem causing
communication lines to some large industrial customers to quit working during the heat of
the summer when electrical power consumption was at its maximum. After studying the
problem, I determined that signals were being passed between two locations using a
method highly susceptible to interference from power lines. I realized that all of the
necessary components for a less susceptible signalling method were present. All that
was necessary to eliminate the problem was to make some wiring changes and remove a
piece of equipment. The hardest part of the solution was to convince the equipment
designers at Bell Laboratories that it was a good solution. Because I had carefully and
clearly documented the problem and the proposed solution, the Bell Labs engineers
understood. This was a long-standing problem, so others had previously tried to solve it.
It was my work that made the solution happen. Dr Jernigan thanked me for the
explanation and hung up.
Later I heard in speeches that this letter caused him to do some soul searching about
blindness and electrical engineers. He said he asked himself if he had really, deep down,
believed that I and other blind electrical engineers were truly competitive. He said he had
to admit to himself that he hadn't been sure. Even though he had said the right words
and helped several of us get jobs, even though Collins Radio hired not just one but two
blind electrical engineers, and even though his contacts at the phone company seemed
happy with my work, Dr Jernigan was not totally convinced that a blind person could be
effective in this job until he read that letter and heard my explanation. He said he never
again had any doubt about my ability or worried that blindness might present an
insurmountable barrier for blind engineers.
Of course blind engineers have to find a way to show the people around us what we want
them to understand. Like blind people in many professions, each blind engineer must
work out his or her preferred methods. The subject needs to be given considerable
attention by blind people preparing to attend college in a wide variety of fields. Blind
people need to develop techniques for making raised-line drawings and some
facility for explaining complex diagrams and for persuading those who don’t
think they can to explain them to the blind person. They must also teach
themselves to visualize two and three-dimensional objects as they are
represented on paper. Blind people with some residual vision need to learn
what visual techniques they can use effectively. Those without usable vision
need to have the opportunity throughout their education to touch and examine
the widest possible variety of objects. They need to ask to touch things that
most other people do not touch. If a blind engineer has mastered these things,
then communicating concepts to and from colleagues will not become an issue.

Cont: Overleaf...
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In 1977 I got an opportunity to work for a year as a consultant to Bell
Laboratories in New Jersey. While there I became acquainted with a
computer operating system called UNIX, which was not widely known
outside Bell Labs. Most of its programs were written in a language called
"C," which was developed along with and for UNIX. I had the opportunity
to be a student in a course on C, in which the printed textbook was not
available until partway through the course. I attended a seminar in which
a brand new system command language, or "shell," was introduced by a
young PhD named Bourne. Those who are familiar with UNIX, Linux, or
any of several other UNIX-like systems, will recognize the Bourne shell.
At that time UNIX was entirely a text-based system, and therefore
accessibility was not an issue.

A few years after I returned to Iowa, I met a blind high school librarian who
wanted access to her card catalogue in order to help her students use the
library. This was before libraries commonly had computerised catalogues.
I proposed that a UNIX-based computer, with a speech synthesizer to make it talk, would solve her
problem. The Iowa Commission for the Blind agreed. I formed a company called Willoughby Enterprises
to develop the system and sell it to the Commission for its client.
A year or two later Willoughby Enterprises developed a system to allow a blind court reporter to record
stenographer notes and read them back from a direct Braille representation of her key entries. This was
before court reporting was computerised generally, so this young woman functioned much the same way
sighted court reporters did. Dr Jernigan encouraged me in all the Willoughby Enterprise projects.
In 1992-93 the office where I worked in Des Moines at the telephone company was closed. When I wrote
résumés to seek other jobs, I had two basic skill sets that I thought would be valuable to employers. One
was the circuit design work I had been doing, and the other was my knowledge of UNIX. I circulated
résumés highlighting both skill sets. Inside the phone company at that time, résumés had to be
customized for each job opening. In July of 1993 I had a telephone interview with a hiring manager and
two of his assistants for a UNIX job in Denver. I had enough UNIX knowledge for them to make me an
offer. I accepted the job and moved, beginning work on 1 September. The work was to provide technical
support for computers located throughout fourteen states. Members of my group installed these
computers, supported the network that interconnected them, provided telephone technical support for
them, and supported the applications that ran on them. In a couple of years several hundred of these
computers were in operation. Not many years after that these computers began to be replaced by
computers using Windows. Of the four people who started when I did in September of 1993, one left
within a year to work for a development group, two were laid off, and I was the only one who continued
through even more changes until I retired in 2001.
Since retiring from the phone company, I have continued my NFB work and have been volunteering with
the Tuesday Crew, which does a variety of building maintenance and improvement projects at my church.
I have also been doing substantial work at Colorado's reading service for the blind, where I support
computer and audio systems.
I attended state conventions of the NFB while I was in college and a few Des Moines
chapter meetings. When I graduated from college and moved to Cedar Rapids, I joined
the chapter there and served in several positions on the chapter board and on the
boards of several state wide divisions. Eventually I came to serve on the NFB of Iowa
board and for several terms as its treasurer. Since moving to Colorado, I have held
office in two chapters.
My first national NFB convention was in 1966, and I haven't missed one since. I
married Doris Koerner in 1967, and she has been a partner with me in the Federation
ever since. She was a school teacher when I met her, and she very early volunteered
to be the supervising teacher for a blind student teacher who was enrolled in the State
University of Iowa. Then Doris decided to become certified as a teacher of blind
children. She went on to teach blind children and blind adults until she recently retired.
She has been the primary author of four books about the education of the blind, all of
which have been published by the NFB and have become important parts of Federation
literature.
See Overleaf...

“I met a blind
high school
librarian who
wanted access
to her card
catalogue in
order to help
her students
use the
library. “
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The books are definitely hers, but I played a significant role in writing some of the chapters. I am pleased and proud that Doris has been interested and active in the work of
the Federation and has made such major contributions.
Since I first learned about the Federation, I have believed that its work is important and
that concerted action is the only way that conditions affecting the blind can be improved.
I have been a member of the NFB research and development committee and president
of the NFB Amateur Radio Operators Group for about twenty years. In this capacity I
have been in charge of a project to provide special receivers so that conventioneers who
are hard of hearing or need Spanish translation of the convention program can listen to
it.
For almost fifty years I have been active in the Federation in a wide variety of ways.
Those that I am best known for are technical, which is not surprising since that is my
profession. I have also supported the Federation with my presence, my leadership, and
my financial contributions. If my experience has been helpful to others, I am glad. I
have also had a rewarding career.

“I always find it
fascinating to note
the similar
interests and
beginnings that
young and new
hams share.”

It is hard for me now to sort out Dr Jernigan's influence from all the other influences on
my life and my work. However, his influence started immediately after high school
graduation and continued as long as he lived. In fact, it continues today. I am not the
only person who received unexpected phone calls from Dr Jernigan from time to time,
and I enjoyed talking with him whenever they came. When I had the opportunity to
share a meal with him, it was always a special occasion. My life has been richer for
having known him. It was his guidance that brought me to the Federation and helped
me find places where I could contribute most effectively. He was an important mentor
for me, and for me this has made all the difference. –(KAØVBA)
Most of us were not much different to Curtis – fixing things that did not need fixing, managing to fix some things that were broken and taking the rest apart to see what was inside. We all have our particular backgrounds and circumstances, yet I always find it
fascinating to note the similar interests and beginnings that young and new hams share.
Wishing you good DX
Deon ZS1ZL
“Nostalgia isn't what it used to be.”
(Watts Up Edition 68)

Dennis ZS1AU ARRL Honour Roll Award
This award is for two categories, one being MIXED 351 ( 356 ) and
the other is PHONE 334 ( 338 )
Mixed means that confirmation was for different frequencies and /or
modes, including 17 ( 18 ) Deletes. Now in 2012 submitting a few
more cards to increase totals as shown in brackets.
The MIXED 351 is already the highest in Africa. Two Honor Rolls in
one for 2011. All qso’s confirmed in hard copy QSL cards. NO LotW.
It took Dennis 60 years to earn this plaque and he is one of only 5 in
South Africa, ZS6P, ZS6EZ, ZS4TX & ZS5NK being the other 4.
WELL DONE
RAGCHEW

DENNIS!

ANNOUNCEMENTS, BIRTHDAYS
AND NOTICES!
BIRTHDAY WISHES
To all our club members who celebrate their birthdays in the coming
month, may your special day herald a fantastic year ahead and bring you
all that you would wish for yourself and lots of good signal reports.

4/3 Johnn
y
9/3 Dirk Burroughs ZS1ME
Lo
11/3 Noe tz ZS1X
lF
17/3 Eva utter ZS1FW
nP
24/3 Mon edlar
te
26/3 Dav Breytenbach ZS1
eP
ABC
26/3 Dav erry ZS1SG
y Smeda
ZR1FR

Delivering
Solutions

←
WSP Group is a broadly based engineering consultancy providing design and management services to the property, land and
construction sectors. Our skills cover the whole field of the built
environment worldwide, specialising in electrical, electronic, mechanical and refrigeration engineering services, as well as comprehensive environmental consulting, in South Africa.
For more information on WSP contact:
Peter Hodgkinson or Alan Keen
Tel: ++27 (0) 21 481 8700 or our
Website: http://www.wspgroup.co.za

WSP
KINDLY ASSISTS CTARC BY
SUPPLYING HARD COPIES OF
THIS NEWSLETTER TO THOSE
WHO DO NOT HAVE INTERNET
CAPABILITIES.
Thank you WSP

Disclaimer.
Note: The Editor nor any club member shall not be held liable for errors and/or omissions in any article and/or drawing contained in this
newsletter. Furthermore, any view expressed is not necessarily that of the Editor, any committee member or other members of the Club.
If copyright is infringed, it is not intentional but, is published as a free service to Amateur Radio operators and friends and is not for profit or gain.

